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                    Abstract
This paper explores in detail an argument for epistemic expressivism, what we call the Argument from Motivation. While the Argument from Motivation has sometimes been anticipated, it has never been set out in detail. The argument has three premises, roughly, that certain judgments expressed in attributions of knowledge are intrinsically motivating in a distinct way (P1); that motivation for action requires desire-like states or conative attitudes (HTM); and that the semantic content of knowledge attributions cannot be specified without reference to the intrinsically motivating judgments that such attributions express (P2). We argue that these premises entail a version of ecumenical expressivism. Since the argument from motivation has not been explicitly stated before, there is no current discussion of the argument. In this paper we therefore consider and reject various objections that one might propose to the argument, including some that stem from the idea that knowledge is factive, or that knowledge involves evidence that rules out relevant alternatives. Other objections to (P1) specifically might be derived from cases of apparent lack of epistemic motivation considered in in Kvanvig (The value of knowledge and the pursuit of understanding, 2003) and Brown (Nous 42(2):167–189, 2008), as well as from general forms of externalism about epistemic motivation. We consider these and find them wanting. Finally, the paper offers some critical remarks about the prospect of denying (P2).
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                    Notes
	Note that Cuneo exploits the purported analogy in an attempt to show the unsustainability of expressivism in ethics.


	Later, we consider cases that appear to question this general rule.


	Thanks to a reviewer for this journal for promting us to clarify an objection along these lines.


	Kvanvig refers to this as the ‘Spock problem’. For reasons we will not go into here, we think that Kvanvig’s discussion of the Spock figure raises other worries.


	Brown’s case can also be read as a counterexample to (P2), but since the response we provide in defence of (P1) can be given in defence of (P2) as well, we will not provide a separate treatment of Brown’s case with respect to (P2).


	Note that Surgeon differs from high-stakes cases in that in Surgeon it is considered appropriate to attribute knowledge, whereas this is less clearly the case in the classical high-stakes cases discussed in Sect. 3.


	When saying that the desire is universal, we mean that all normal agents have this desire in sufficient strength. When saying that the desire is general, we mean that it’s object is of a rather general nature.


	Although Kvanvig’s case of depression discussed earlier may at first seem to be such a case, some of the points we raised in our discussion questions whether that is really so. Additionally, there is a further question of whether we are here dealing with an otherwise normal individual that fails to be appropriately epistemically motivated.
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